Simplify schoolwork processes

Education
Station
Business Challenge:
•
•
•

Preprinted bubble sheets are costly to purchase and process, and take up valuable storage space
Waiting weeks to review test results and assess students’ understanding of material can lead to missed opportunities
for educational interventions
Manually preparing test reports and other classroom documents takes valuable time away from lesson planning and
other student-focused tasks

Lexmark’s Advantage:
The Lexmark Education Station software bundle simplifies schoolwork processes by providing print-on-demand bubble sheet
tests, instant grading results and prompt reporting.

Overview
The Lexmark Education Station software bundle is a set of education-specific applications for Lexmark multifunction printers
(MFPs). Deployed in or near the classroom, your Education Station transforms paper-based processes into easy and efficient
digital workflows accessible with one touch.

Print Test
Prints blank bubble sheets for
student testing along with a
bar-coded answer key bubble
sheet for test scoring.

Grade Test*
Scans the completed answer key
and student bubble sheets using
OMR software, individually grading
tests and producing your choice of
printed reports in minutes.

Custom Screensaver
Use the background and idle
screens that ship with the
bundle, or replace them with
your own custom graphics.

How it works:
By seamlessly integrating the versatility and one-touch ease of Lexmark MFP technology with a suite of powerful education
workflow solutions, Lexmark helps you manage student testing and classroom paperwork more effectively, giving you more
time for student instruction.

Students fill in bubble sheet tests then
teacher scans test sheets on MFP.

Test results are available immediately
in a variety of report formats.

*Requires a Windows server and Education Station Grading Software.
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